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Abstract
Objective To systematically assess the diagnostic
accuracy of rapid point-of-care tests for diagnosis
CoV-
2 infections in children
of current SARS-
under real-life conditions.
Design Systematic review and meta-analysis.
Data sources MEDLINE, Embase, Cochrane
Database for Systematic Reviews, INAHTA HTA
database, preprint servers (via Europe PMC),
ClinicalTrials.
gov, WHO ICTRP from 1 January
2020 to 7 May 2021; NICE Evidence Search, NICE
Guidance, FIND Website from 1 January 2020 to
24 May 2021.
Review methods Diagnostic cross-sectional
or cohort studies were eligible for inclusion
if they had paediatric study participants
of care tests for
and compared rapid point-
CoV-
2 infections
diagnosing current SARS-
with reverse transcription polymerase chain
PCR) as the reference standard.
reaction (RT-
The Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy
Studies 2 (QUADAS-2 ) tool was used to assess
the risk of bias and the applicability of the
included studies. Bivariate meta-analyses with
random effects were performed. Variability was
assessed by subgroup analyses.
Results 17 studies with a total of 6355
paediatric study participants were included.
All studies compared antigen tests against
RT-
PCR. Overall, studies evaluated eight
antigen tests from six different brands. Only
one study was at low risk of bias. The pooled
overall diagnostic sensitivity and specificity
in paediatric populations was 64.2% (95% CI
57.4% to 70.5%) and 99.1% (95% CI 98.2% to
99.5%), respectively. In symptomatic children,
the pooled diagnostic sensitivity was 71.8%
(95% CI 63.6% to 78.8%) and the pooled
diagnostic specificity was 98.7% (95% CI 96.6%
to 99.5%). The pooled diagnostic sensitivity
in asymptomatic children was 56.2% (95% CI
47.6% to 64.4%) and the pooled diagnostic
specificity was 98.6% (95% CI 97.3% to 99.3%).
Conclusions The performance of current
antigen tests in paediatric populations under
real-life conditions varies broadly. Relevant data
were only identified for very few antigen tests
on the market, and the risk of bias was mostly
unclear due to poor reporting. Additionally, the
most common uses of these tests in children
(eg, self-testing in schools or parents testing
their toddlers before kindergarten) have not

Summary box
What is already known on this topic?
► Antigen tests are widely used to detect

children with current SARS-CoV-2

infection in schools and kindergarten
despite an ongoing debate on
potential benefits and harms.
► Sensitivity estimates of antigen tests
in adult populations vary broadly and
are substantially lower than reported
by manufacturers; however, test
performance in paediatric populations
remained unknown.
What this study adds?
► A systematic literature search and

comprehensive author queries
allowed the inclusion of 17 studies
evaluating the diagnostic accuracy of
antigen tests in children.
► Real-life performance of current
antigen tests for professional use in
paediatric populations is below the
minimum performance criteria set
by WHO, the United States Food and
Drug Administration, or the Medicines
and Healthcare products Regulatory
Agency (UK).
► Performance of antigen tests for
professional use in paediatric
populations is simillar to what has
been reported previously for adult
populations. No evidence on the
performance of self-tests in children
was identified.
been addressed in clinical performance studies
yet. The observed low diagnostic sensitivity
may impact the planned purpose of the broad
implementation of testing programmes.
PROSPERO registration number CRD42021236313.

Introduction
Since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic
caused by SARS-CoV-2, accurate, fast and early
detection of people infected with SARS-
CoV-
2
followed by effective isolation measures of infected
individuals has been considered a cornerstone in
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Diagnostic accuracy of rapid point-of-care tests for
diagnosis of current SARS-CoV-2 infections in children: a
systematic review and meta-analysis

Evidence synthesis

How might it impact clinical practice in the foreseeable
future?
► The observed low diagnostic sensitivity may impact
the intended purpose of antigen tests in children.
► Evidence gaps identified in this systematic review
demonstrate current research needs to support
evidence-based decision making. In particular,
evidence is needed on the real-life performance of
tests in schools (self-testing performed by children)
and kindergarten (sample collection in toddlers by
laypersons).

the global fight against the spread of SARS-CoV-2. Laboratory-
based reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR)
testing is the standard for diagnosing current infections with
SARS-CoV-2. However, limited testing capacities at many laboratories worldwide and limited availability of laboratories in developing countries has shown the urgent need for novel diagnostic
tests that are easy to use, less expensive, widely available and
suitable for point-of-care use. Today, such tests—and in particular
antigen tests—are increasingly used to complement testing with
RT-PCR to extend testing capacities or when a short turnaround
time is essential.1 However, the advantages of antigen tests come
at the price of lower diagnostic accuracy, most notably a lower
diagnostic sensitivity, which increases the risk of missing cases,
including those with pre-symptomatic infection who have yet to
enter the most infectious period.2
Whether a lower sensitivity can be compensated by frequent
testing remains a topic of controversial discussions.3–6 Additionally, the fact that sensitivity and specificity are not inherent
test characteristics but are affected by various factors, including
population characteristics, sample quality and study design, needs
consideration.7 Data on diagnostic accuracy provided by antigen
test manufacturers at market access are often overly optimistic
and do not necessarily reflect the test’s performance in practice.
Sensitivity of antigen tests in adult populations varies considerably across brands,8 with only a few tests meeting the minimum
acceptable sensitivity of 80% or higher as defined by WHO or the
United States Food and Drug Administration (US FDA).9 10
Because many countries are implementing public health safety
measures that involve the use of antigen tests in adults and also
in children, such as mass (self-)testing in schools,11 knowledge
about how these tests perform in children is of high importance. However, to our knowledge, systematic reviews analysing
the diagnostic test accuracy (DTA) of rapid tests in children are
lacking. Therefore, in this systematic review and meta-analysis,
we aimed to identify, assess and summarise the best available
evidence on the real-life performance of rapid tests for diagnosing
current SARS-CoV-2 infections in paediatric populations at the
point of care.

Eligibility criteria
We included diagnostic cross-sectional and cohort studies that
evaluated the clinical performance of rapid point-of-care tests
for detecting current SARS-CoV-2 infections against the reference standard in paediatric or mixed-age populations. Assessing
analytical performance parameters such as the analytical sensitivity (limit of detection) or the analytical specificity (cross-
reactivity) was not covered by the current review. Diagnostic
case-control studies were excluded because they reflect the test’s
performance under ideal conditions and, therefore, often overestimate the diagnostic accuracy.16 Moreover, studies evaluating
serological tests were excluded because such tests are not suitable
for the initial diagnosis of current SARS-CoV-2 infection.17 We
considered a study as eligible if the study population comprised at
least 10 paediatric study participants, each identified as positive or
negative by the reference standard. In the absence of a true gold
standard, laboratory-based RT-PCR alone or in combination with
clinical findings or clinical follow-up was defined as the reference
standard because it reflects the best available method for diagnosing individuals currently infected with SARS-CoV-2.7 Furthermore, we required reporting of data that allowed constructing a
complete 2×2 contingency table. The full set of eligibility criteria
is shown in online supplemental table S1 of Appendix 1. The decision rule for author queries is described in online supplemental
appendix 2.
Information sources
We performed a comprehensive search for primary studies and
secondary publications (systematic reviews and Health Technology Assessment (HTA) reports) in the following electronic
bibliographic databases: MEDLINE (Ovid), Embase (Ovid), the
Cochrane Library (Wiley), and preprint servers (Europe PMC)
including medRxiv and bioRxiv (see Hamelers and Parkin18 for a
full list of included preprint servers). Here, secondary publications
were solely used as sources for potentially relevant studies. In
addition, we searched two study registries (ClinicalTrials.gov and
the WHO International Clinical Trials Registry Platform (ICTRP))
for relevant clinical studies. Other information sources comprised
the International HTA Database, the Foundation of Innovative
Diagnostics (FIND) COVID-19 website, and the Evidence Search
and Guidance websites of Britain’s National Institute for Health
and Care Excellence (NICE).
Search strategy
In accordance with the Cochrane Handbook for DTA Reviews,19
the search strategy included concepts addressing the index test
and the target condition. The development of the search strategy
followed an objective approach that involved text-analytic procedures to identify candidate search terms based on the method
described by Hausner and colleagues.20 Further details are available in online supplemental appendix 2. The last search in bibliographical databases and study registries was conducted on 7 May
2021. Other information sources were last searched on 24 May
2021. All search strategies are provided in online supplemental
appendix 3.

Methods
The protocol for this systematic review was registered with
PROSPERO (ID: CRD42021236313).12 The reporting adhered to
the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-
Analyses of DTA studies (PRISMA-DTA) guideline13 and two relevant extensions ‘PRISMA-DTA for Abstracts’14 and ‘PRISMA-S for
Reporting Literatures Searches in Systematic Reviews’.15
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Study selection
The screening of literature retrieved from bibliographical databases involved a two-step screening procedure and was performed
independently by two researchers using the web-
based Trial
Selection Database (webTSDB).21 In a first step, potentially eligible
primary studies and secondary publications were identified from
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Data collection
The individual steps of data collection and data extraction were
performed by one researcher. All output was checked by a second
researcher to ensure its validity and completeness. Any disagreements were resolved by consensus. See online supplemental
appendix 2 for further details.
Quality assessment
We used the Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies
2 (QUADAS-2) tool22 to evaluate the methodological quality and
applicability of the included studies at the study level. The tool
was tailored to our review by adding one signalling question
and review-
specific guidance was provided to facilitate judgments; see online supplemental appendix 4. The quality assessment of each included study was performed by one researcher. A

second researcher verified all judgments. Any disagreements were
resolved by consensus. The results were summarised in the text
and visualised as a table and figure.
Diagnostic accuracy measures and data synthesis
For each included study, diagnostic sensitivity, diagnostic specificity, positive predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive
value (NPV) with corresponding 95% CIs were calculated based on
the extracted 2×2 tables. Individual study participants were used
as the unit of analysis throughout this work. If a study reported
repeat testing of individuals only the initial test was included in
our analyses. If a study evaluated more than one test in the same
study population, we reported all test evaluations, but only one
randomly chosen test was included in the meta-analyses to avoid
the necessity to adjust for multiplicity.
The meta-analyses were based on recommendations provided
in the methodological guideline ‘Meta-analysis of diagnostic test
accuracy studies’ by the European Network for Health Technology
Assessment (EUnetHTA)23; see online supplemental appendix 2 for
further details.

Results
Study selection
Overall, 3011 records were retrieved from five bibliographical
databases. The PRISMA flow diagram is shown in figure 1 and
outlines the process of identifying relevant studies from different
information sources. References that were excluded at the full-
text level can be found in online supplemental appendix 5 with

Figure 1 PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses) flow diagram showing the selection process of primary studies
included in this systematic review and meta-analysis.
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screening titles and abstracts of retrieved citations. In a second
step, the full texts of these articles were obtained and evaluated. Publications that met the eligibility criteria were included.
Any discrepancies were resolved by consensus between the two
researchers before finalising each screening step. Reference lists of
relevant systematic reviews and HTAs (independent of mentioning
paediatric study participants) were manually screened to identify
further relevant studies. For the screening of records from study
registries, both screening steps were combined. Furthermore,
documents identified through searching other information sources
were screened for eligibility or information about potentially relevant studies.

Evidence synthesis

Study characteristics
All 17 included studies (6355 paediatric study participants)
evaluated the performance of antigen tests against the reference standard RT-PCR. The main study characteristics for each
individual study are summarised in table 1, further details
are reported in table 2 and online supplemental table S5 of
Appendix 1. Fourteen studies evaluated the test performance
a ge populations (adults and children), including
in mixed-
24 to 928 paediatric study participants. Three studies with
a sample size between 440 and 1620 individuals exclusively
recruited children. In eight studies, the purpose of testing
included diagnostic testing of individuals with symptoms
suggestive of SARS-C oV-2 infection. Six studies reported the
inclusion of individuals who were asymptomatic but were at
increased risk of infection due to previous exposure to SARS-
CoV-2. Here, ‘asymptomatic’ refers to any individual who is
healthy, infected but pre-symptomatic or infected but without
symptoms at the time of testing. Symptom status definitions
were reported in nine of 16 studies that included individuals
who were symptomatic. Individuals with at least one symptom
(mostly self-reported) were considered symptomatic. Evaluating the performance of antigen tests in a screening setting
(eg, community mass testing) was the main objective of six
studies. Eight antigen tests (six lateral flow immunochromatographic assays and two fluorescent immunoassays) from six
different brands were used in 18 test evaluations, whereas
antigen tests by Abbott were most investigated (Panbio
COVID-19 Ag Rapid Test n=6, BinaxNOW COVID-1 9 Ag Card
n=5). In more than half of the test evaluations (n=11), nasopharyngeal samples were collected for the index test. Six test
evaluations used anterior nasal specimens for the index test.
In all studies, the reference standard was RT-PCR performed
in a laboratory setting.
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Risk of bias and applicability
The results of the quality assessment are summarised in online
supplemental table S6 of Appendix 1 and figure 2. Quality among
studies varied. Only one study was at low risk of bias in all four
domains of the QUADAS-2 tool. For patient selection, more than
half of the studies were at high (n=1) or unclear (n=12) risk of bias
because inadequate exclusion of participants occurred, or it was
not clear whether a consecutive or random sample was enrolled
into the study. All but one study was judged as having an unclear
risk of bias for the reference standard due to insufficient reporting
of blinding. Risk of bias in the flow and timing domain was high
in three studies due to more than 5% of missing outcome data.
Overall applicability concerns were high in three studies due to
high concerns in either the patient selection or index test domain.
Three studies were of low concern and the remaining 11 were
rated unclear due to insufficient reporting in at least one domain.
Results of individual studies
RT-PCR positivity rate, diagnostic sensitivity, diagnostic specificity as well as PPV and NPV (and their 95% CIs) of individual
studies based on data from 2×2 contingency tables for paediatric
populations are reported in online supplemental table S7 and
figure 3. The RT-PCR positivity rate, which corresponds to the
SARS-CoV-2 prevalence in the sample population, varied between
4.1% and 50%, with a median of 14,5% over n=17 studies. The
sensitivity and specificity ranged from 33.3% to 85.7% and 91.7%
to 100%, respectively. PPV and NPV ranged from 60.0% to 98.7%
and 73.3% to 98.9%, respectively.
For individual studies, separate analyses for subgroups based
on symptom status are reported in online supplemental tables
S8-
S10 of Appendix 1 and figure 4. Here, populations were
defined as symptomatic or asymptomatic if at least 80% of paediatric study participants were reported as being symptomatic or
asymptomatic at the time of testing, respectively. Mixed populations refer to populations with no predominant symptom status.
RT-PCR positivity rates of the primary analysis population and
the different subgroups based on symptom status are presented
in online supplemental figure S1 of Appendix 1. Two studies38 41
were performed in high-prevalence populations with RT-PCR positivity rates of 38.7% and 50.0%, respectively. The median RT-PCR
positivity rate was 13.2% (n=10 test evaluations) in asymptomatic
populations, 13.8% in mixed populations (n=3 test evaluations)
and 25.7% in symptomatic populations (n=13 test evaluations).
Thus, the median RT-PCR positivity rate in symptomatic study
populations was about 12 percentage points higher than in
asymptomatic study populations, indicating a slight trend in the
RT-PCR positivity rate with respect to the proportion of symptomatic subjects.
Synthesis of results
In our primary meta-analyses, we used data from 17 studies evaluating the diagnostic accuracy of antigen tests in paediatric participants. Estimated pooled sensitivity and specificity were 64.2%
(95% CI 57.4% to 70.5%) and 99.1% (95% CI 98.2% to 99.5%),
respectively. While the estimates for the sensitivity revealed high
heterogeneity and thus justified the application of the bivariate
model with random effects, the estimates for the specificity were
limited to a small range, as shown in figure 5. Consequently,
the estimated summary receiver operating characteristic (SROC)
curve cannot be meaningfully interpreted. As prespecified in the
protocol, we performed subgroup analysis evaluating the diagnostic accuracy according to symptom status. Estimated pooled
sensitivity and specificity in asymptomatic children was 56.2%
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the reason for their exclusion. After removing 36 preprint records
identified via MEDLINE and 680 duplicate records, 2295 records
were screened for eligibility; 2078 records were excluded at the
title/abstract level. Full-
text publications of 217 records were
retrieved for further assessment. Nine studies24–32 met all eligibility criteria for inclusion. Furthermore, 21 studies33–53 were identified as eligible for author queries to obtain study data on paediatric subgroups. The authors of nine studies did not respond to our
request for data.33 34 39 40 42 44–46 49 In four cases,36 47 52 53 the authors
reported that the required number of individuals who tested positive or negative by the reference standard was not reached, and
in one case43 no data on age were recorded. Eventually, author
queries led to the inclusion of eight further studies,35 37 38 41 48 50 51 54
resulting in a total of 17 relevant studies for this review (12 peer-
reviewed journal articles and five preprints). The full list of
included studies is reported in online supplemental table S3 of
Appendix 1.
Furthermore, we screened 113 records identified from study
registries and 323 records identified from other information
sources. The search for studies in study registries allowed us to
identify four planned or ongoing and four completed studies with
no results posted, see online supplemental table S4 of Appendix
1 for further details. Information retrieval from other information sources included screening 18 records retrieved from the
FIND website, 78 records from NICE Evidence Search, 28 records
from NICE Guidance, and 23 records from reference lists of six
systematic reviews8 55–59 identified via searching bibliographical
databases. As a result, no additional study that met the inclusion
criteria was identified.
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Preprint
(2021)

Published
(2021)

Published
(2020)

Published
(2021)

Preprint
(2021)

Published
(2021)

L’Huillier et al25

Möckel et al26

Pilarowski et al27

Pollock et al 28a

Pollock et al 29b

Prince-Guerra et al30

Published
(2021)

Homza* et al41

Preprint
(2021)

Cross-sectional

published
(2021)

González-Donapetry
et al24

Cross-sectional

Cross-sectional

Cross-sectional

Cross-sectional

Cross-sectional

Cross-sectional

Cohort

Cross-sectional

Community
testing site

Community
testing site

Community
testing site

Community
testing site

Hospital ED

Hospital TC

Hospital TC

Hospital TC

Hospital ED

Hospital TC

Hospital ED,
hospital unit

Community
testing site
(mobile clinic)

Setting

S

S

S

S

D

D, A, S

nr

D, A

D

D, A, S

nr

D

Purpose of
testing

LumiraDx SARS-
 Ag Test
CoV-2

Panbio COVID-19
Ag Rapid Test

Name of index
test

Panbio COVID-19
Ag Rapid Test

USA
(Nov 20)

USA
(Jan 21)

USA
(Oct–Dec 20)

USA
(Nov–Dec 20)

Germany
(Oct–Nov 20)

Switzerland
(Nov 20–Mar
21)

BinaxNOW
COVID-19 Ag
Card

CareStart
COVID-19
Antigen test

BinaxNOW
COVID-19 Ag
Card

BinaxNOW
COVID-19 Ag
Card

Roche SARS-
CoV-2
 Rapid
Antigen Test

Panbio COVID-19
Ag Rapid Test

Japan
QuickNavi
(Oct 20–Jan 21) COVID-19 Ag

Czech Republic ECOTEST
(nr)
COVID-19
Antigen Rapid
Test

Spain
(Sept–Oct 20)

Czech Republic 1: Panbio
(Oct 20)
COVID-19 Ag
Rapid Test
2: Standard F
COVID-19 FIA Ag

Italy
(Oct–Dec 20)

South Africa
(Nov 20)

Location
(recruitment
period)

3419

1603

2482

3320

483

885

1881

494

440

591

907§

667

Total number
of study
participants

236

253

928

209

196‡‡

885

90

24

440

31

165

41

(n)

nr

46.2‡

47.0‡

nr

55

50.1

68.9

58.3

59.1

38.7‡

nr

39.0

Male
(%)

nr
24.2¶

12.6

10.7

nr
30.9¶

87.1

64.8

4.4

45.8

100†

32.3‡

9.7

100†

Symptomatic
(%)

Paediatric study participants

Private/yes

Public/none

None/none

Public/none

None/none

None/none

Funding/
potential COI

Public/none

Public/none

Public,
private/yes

Public/none

Continued

Range: 10–17 nr/none

≤18
(62%‡ ≤ 13)

≤18
(69%‡ ≤ 13)

≤18
(47%<13)

Median: 3,
IQR: 1–9

Median: 11.8, Public/none
IQR: 9.0–14.3,
range: 0–16

Median: 12,‡
IRQ: 6–15,‡
range: 0–17‡

Mean: 13.17,
SD: 2.79,
range: 7–17

Median: 3,
IQR: 1–7,
range:0–15

Median: 15,‡
IQR: 13.5–
16,‡ range:
11–17‡

Mean: 7.2,
range: 0–18

Median: 13,‡
IQR: 10–16,‡
range: 3–17‡

Age
(years)
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Kiyasu*†† et al54

Cross-sectional

Preprint
(2020)

Dřevinek* et al38

Cross-sectional

Published
(2021)

Bianco*et al37

Cross-sectional

Preprint
(2021)

Study design

Akingba*et al35

Study identifier

Publication
status
(year)

Table 1 Characteristics of included studies. All studies aimed to identify individuals currently infected with SARS-CoV-2. The reference standard was RT-PCR performed in the laboratory setting (created by the
authors)
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Continued

Published
(2021)

Published
(2021)

Published
(2021)

Published
(2021)

Sood et al31

Takeuchi*†† et al50

Torres* et al51

Villaverde et al32

Cohort

Cross-sectional

Cohort

Cross-sectional

Cohort

Study design

Hospital ED

Hospital TC

Hospital TC

Community
testing site

Community
testing site

Setting

D

A

D, A

S, A

S

Purpose of
testing

Spain
(Sept–Oct 20)

Spain
(Oct–Nov 20)

Japan
(Oct–Dec 20)

USA
(Nov–Dec 20)

USA
(Nov–Dec 20)

Location
(recruitment
period)

634

1208

1429

2024

Panbio COVID-19 1620
Ag Rapid Test

Panbio COVID-19
Ag Rapid Test

QuickNavi
COVID-1
 9 Ag

BinaxNOW
COVID-1
 9 Ag
Card

BinaxNOW
COVID-1
 9 Ag
Card

Name of index
test

Total number
of study
participants

1620

73

164

783

217

(n)

nr

47.9

61.6

49.5

nr

Male
(%)

100†

0**

54.9

23.5

53.4‡

Symptomatic
(%)

Paediatric study participants

Range: 0–16

Median: 13,
range: 9–17

Median: 10,‡
IQR: 5-14, ‡
range: 0-17‡

Range: 5–17,
65%: 5–12,
35%: 13–17

Range: 5–17

Age
(years)

Public/none

None/none

Private/yes

Public,
private/yes

Public/none

Funding/
potential COI

COI, conflicts of interest; Hospital ED, hospital emergency department; Hospital TC, hospital test centre; nr, not reported; RT-PCR, reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction.

‡‡The overall paediatric study population as defined by the authors consisted of n=202 individuals and included n=6 adult chaperones.

††The study reported by Kiyasu et al54 is specified as ‘extension study’ of a previous study reported by Takeuchi et al.50 Both studies were included in this systematic review and considered as two separate studies
due to different but overlapping recruitment periods, substantial differences in the proportion of paediatric study participants who were symptomatic and differences in how discordant RT-PCR test results were re-
evaluated.

**Not explicitly stated, but as per inclusion criteria only study participants who are asymptomatic.

¶Value reported for whole study population.

§Analysis population (total number of study participants not reported).

‡Own calculation.

†Not explicitly stated, but as per inclusion criteria only study participants who are symptomatic.

*Study included due to unpublished paediatric study data obtained from author via author queries.

A: testing of asymptomatic individuals and at increased risk of infection due to previous exposure to SARS-CoV-2; D: diagnostic testing of symptomatic individuals; S: screening of individuals irrespective of
symptoms (e.g. mass testing, pretravel testing).

Published
(2021)

Shah* et al48 61

Publication
status
(year)
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Study identifier

Table 1
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1: Panbio COVID-19 Ag 1: LFA/visual
Rapid Test (Abbott)
2: FIA/automated
2: Standard F COVID-19
FIA Ag (SD Biosensor)
LFA/visual
LFA/visual

LumiraDx SARS-CoV-2
Ag Test (LumiraDx)

Panbio COVID-19 Ag
Rapid Test (Abbott)

ECOTEST COVID-19
Antigen Rapid Test
(Assure Tech)

QuickNavi COVID-19
Ag (Denka)

Panbio COVID-19 Ag
Rapid Test (Abbott)

Roche SARS-CoV-2
LFA/visual
Rapid Antigen Test (SD
Biosensors)

BinaxNOW COVID-19
Ag Card (Abbott)

BinaxNOW COVID-19
Ag Card (Abbott)

CareStart COVID-19
Antigen test (Access
Bio)

BinaxNOW COVID-19
Ag Card (Abbott)

Bianco

Dřevinek

González-Donapetry

Homza

Kiyasu

L’Huillier

Möckel

Pilarowski

Pollock a

Pollock b

Prince-Guerra
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N protein

N protein

N protein

N protein

N protein

N protein

N protein

N protein

N protein

1: N protein
2: N protein

N protein

N protein

Target analyte*

AN (bilateral)

AN (bilateral)

AN (bilateral)

AN (bilateral)

ONP

NP

NP

NP (nostril 1)

NP

1: NP
2: NP

Nasal

NP

Specimen type
used in study
Three targets (not
specified)

Viral target

N2 gene

1: nr
2: nr

1: CDC 2019-nCoV
Real-time RT-PCR
Diagnostic Panel or 2:
Fosun COVID-19 RT-PCR
Detection Kit

N2 gene

N gene

1: nr
2: E gene

1: nr
2: nr

nr

S gene and
gene coding the
EndoRNAse

N and E gene

N, E and RdRP/S
genes

CRSP SARS-CoV-2 Real-
time RT-PCR Diagnostic
Assay (MIT/Harvard)

CRSP SARS-CoV-2
 Real-
time RT-PCR Diagnostic
Assay (MIT/Harvard)

RenegadeXP§
(RenegadeBio)

1: Cobas SARS-CoV-2
assay (Roche) or 2:
SARS-CoV-2 E-gene
assay (TibMolbiol)

 oV-2
1: Cobas SARS-C
assay (Roche) or 2:
Nimbus RT-PCR assay

RT-P
 CR (National
Institute of Infectious
Diseases, Japan)‡

COVID-1
 9 Multiplex
RT-PCR Kit (Diana
Biotechnologies)

Vircell SARS-CoV-2 real-
time PCR kit (Vircell)

Allplex SARS-nCoV-2

(Seegene)

XpertXpress SARS-CoV-2 nr
assay (Cepheid)†

Seegene nCoV assay

RT-P
 CR assay

Reference standard

NP+OP

NP

NP (same swab
used for antigen
test)

Specimen type
used in study

1: nr
2: nr

Ct cut-off value=40 (in
addition: 25, 30, 35)

Ct cut-off value=40 (in
addition: 25, 30, 35)

‘No Ct cut-off’, Ct cut-off
value=30 and 35

1: unclear
2: unclear

1: unclear
2: unclear

nr

nr

Continued

NP (bilateral)

AN (bilateral)

AN (bilateral)

AN (bilateral)

ONP

NP

NP

NP (nostril 2)

Both targets with Ct value≤40 NP

At least one target with Ct
value≤40

nr

At least one target Ct
value <38;
inconclusive: two targets
negative and one target
positive with Ct value≥38

Positivity threshold
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LFA/visual

LFA/visual

LFA/visual

LFA/visual

LFA/visual

LFA/visual

Microfluidic FIA/
automated

LFA/visual

Panbio COVID-19 Ag
Rapid Test (Abbott)

Akingba

Test method*/
readout*

Name (manufacturer)

Index test

Characteristics of the studies’ index test and reference standard. (created by the authors)

Study identifier

Table 2
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LFA/visual

LFA/visual

BinaxNOW COVID-19
Ag Card (Abbott)

QuickNavi COVID-19
Ag (Denka)

Panbio COVID-19 Ag
Rapid Test (Abbott)

Panbio COVID-19 Ag
Rapid Test (Abbott)

Sood

Takeuchi

Torres

Villaverde

N protein

N protein

N protein

N protein

N protein

Target analyte*

NP

NP (left nostril)

NP

AN

AN (nostril 1)

Specimen type
used in study
S, N and Orf1Ab
genes

Viral target

RT-PCR (not further
specified)

TaqPath SARS-CoV-2

Combo Kit (Thermo
Fisher Scientific)

RT-PCR (National
Institute of Infectious
Diseases, Japan)**

E and RdRp genes

N gene

nr

Curative SARS-Cov-2
nr
Assay (EUA for testing at
KorvaLabs)

TaqPath SARS-CoV-2

Combo Kit (Thermo
Fisher Scientific)

RT-P
 CR assay

Reference standard

NP

Oral fluid¶

AN (nostril 2)

Specimen type
used in study

nr

NP

Ct value≤35 (in addition: ≤30, NP (right nostril)
≤25, ≤20)

nr

Ct value≤40

Ct value≤37 for at least two
targets; inconclusive: one
target positive

Positivity threshold

AN, anterior nasal (nares); Ct, cycle threshold; FIA, fluorescent immunoassay; LFA, lateral flow immunochromatographic assay; NP, nasopharyngeal; nr, not reported; ONP, oro-nasopharyngeal; OP, oropharyngeal;
RT-PCR, reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction.

**Classified as ‘reference real-time RT-PCR’50 which was performed at the manufacturer’s site. RT-PCR was performed in an in-house microbiology laboratory. In case of discordant PCR test results, a re-evaluation was
performed using a BioFire Respiratory Panel 2.1 on the BioFire FilmArray system.

¶The FDA’s Accelerated Emergency Use Authorisation (EUA) Summary (https://www.fda.gov/media/137089/download—accessed online: 30 May 2021) states that the ‘collection of … oral fluid specimens is limited
to symptomatic individuals within 14 days of COVID-19 symptom onset … Negative results for SARS-CoV-2 RNA from oral fluid specimens should be confirmed by testing of another specimen type authorised for use
with this test if clinically indicated’.

§PCR-positive results were confirmed by the "standard US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention methodology using Qiagen viral RNA purification kits and singleplex RT-PCR detection of the nucleoprotein
gene".27

‡Classified as ‘reference real-time RT-PCR’ which was performed at the manufacturer’s site. RT-PCR was performed in an in-house microbiology laboratory. In case of discordant RT-PCR test results, a re-evaluation was
performed ‘with a published for SARS-CoV-2’54. The final decision was based on the result of the latter RT-PCR test.

†XpertXpress SARS-CoV-2 assay has FDA EUA for both point-of-care and laboratory use (https://www.fda.gov/media/136316/download—accessed online: 20 June 2021). The authors reported that RT-PCR was
performed ‘at the Microbiology and Virology unit’ of the ‘University Hospital Citta della Salute e della Scienza di Torino, Turin (Italy)’ which is, according to the authors, the ‘largest tertiary care facility in Europe’,37
therefore we considered the reference standard as eligible.

*Technical specification taken from FIND Test Directory/manufacturer’s instructions for use if not reported in paper.

LFA/visual

LFA/visual

LFA/visual

BinaxNOW COVID-19
Ag Card (Abbott)

Test method*/
readout*

Shah

Index test

Name (manufacturer)

Continued
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(95% CI 47.6% to 64.4%) and 98.6% (95% CI 97.3% to 99.3%),
respectively, based on data from 2439 asymptomatic children in
10 studies. Estimated pooled sensitivity and specificity in symptomatic children was 71.8% (95% CI 63.6% to 78.8%) and 98.7%
(95% CI 96.6% to 99.5%), respectively, based on data from 3413
symptomatic children in 13 studies. Estimated pooled sensitivity
and specificity in the mixed population of symptomatic and
asymptomatic children from three studies including 419 children
was 63.4% (95% CI 37.3% to 83.5%) and 98.7% (95% CI 90.8% to
99.8%), respectively. The corresponding SROC curves are shown
in online supplemental figure S2 of Appendix 1. The likelihood
ratio test (LRT) for differences between the three groups revealed
a p-value of pLRT=0.066. Since the bivariate meta-analysis might
be influenced by the differences in the prevalence,60 we performed
a bivariate meta-
regression taking the prevalences within
the studies directly into account. The LRT between the models
without and with prevalence revealed a statistically significant
p-value of pLRT=0.003. Results for the other subgroup analyses
did not show relevant differences in the pooled estimates (setting
pLRT=0.400; index test sample type pLRT=0.303; reference standard
sample type pLRT=0.723; RT-PCR cycle threshold (Ct) cut-off value
pLRT=0.105; publication status pLRT=0.551). The prediction regions
of these analyses also showed a higher heterogeneity for sensitivity compared with specificity, see online supplemental figures
S3-S6 of Appendix 1. Due to insufficient data, we did not perform
subgroup analysis with respect to test type (antigen vs molecular)
and end-user (layperson (self-testing) vs trained staff/healthcare
worker). Except for one study48 61 where the testing procedure
involved supervised self-collection of samples by study participants, in all other studies, testing was conducted by trained staff

and/or healthcare workers (if reported). Univariate meta-analysis
with random effects for sensitivity and specificity in cases where
only a few studies were included (mixed population of symptomatic and asymptomatic children) did not show remarkable differences to the bivariate analysis. The results of all bivariate meta-
analyses are summarised in table 3.

Discussion
To our knowledge, this is the first systematic review that focused
on evaluating the diagnostic accuracy of rapid point-of-care tests
for current SARS-CoV-2 infections in paediatric populations. Our
review comprises 17 studies with 18 evaluations of eight different
antigen tests in children, whereas comprehensive author queries
allowed us to include eight studies that did not provide sufficient
data on paediatric study participants in their original study publication. We did not identify any evaluations of molecular-based
tests that met our inclusion criteria confirming the current dominant role of antigen tests for rapid point-of-care usage.
Sensitivity estimates of antigen tests varied broadly among
studies and were substantially lower than reported by manufacturers. However, one should note that the intended use of most
tests is limited to symptomatic individuals. Thus, performance
data reported by manufacturers usually refer to symptomatic
individuals only. Less variation and only minor discrepancies to
performance claims by manufacturers were observed for specificity estimates across studies. Taking into account test-specific
pooled results, no test included in this review fully satisfied the
minimum performance requirements as recommended by WHO9
(minimum sensitivity ≥80% and minimum specificity ≥97%), the
US FDA10 (minimum sensitivity ≥80%, whereas a lower bound

Figure 3 Forest plot of sensitivity and specificity of antigen tests in entire paediatric study populations irrespective of symptoms. The point estimates
of sensitivity and specificity from each study (identified by name of first author) are shown as squares; the corresponding 95% CIs are represented as
horizontal lines. TP, true positive; FN, false negative; TN, true negative; FP, false positive.
BMJ Evidence-Based Medicine Month 2022 | volume 0 | number 0 |
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Figure 2 QUADAS-2 (Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies 2) risk of bias and applicability concerns. Graphical summary showing the
review authors’ judgment about each domain as percentages across 18 test evaluations reported in 17 included studies.

Evidence synthesis

Figure 5 Summary receiver operating characteristic (SROC) plot of
sensitivity and specificity of antigen tests for diagnosis of current SARS-
CoV-2 infections in entire paediatric study populations irrespective of
symptoms. Each circle represents the point estimate of an individual
study, whereas the size of the circle correlates with the number of
paediatric study participants (small circle: 500 participants). The pooled
estimate (black dot) of the pair of sensitivity (Se) and specificity (Sp)
is surrounded by its 95% confidence region (closed curve with short
dashes) and prediction region (closed curve with long dashes). The
estimation of the SROC curve is based on the bivariate approach by Rutter
and Gatsonis.77
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of the two-
sided 95% CI above 70% is required for over-
the-
counter use self-tests62) or the Medicines and Healthcare products
Regulatory Agency (MHRA) in the UK63 (minimum acceptable
sensitivity ≥80% with two-sided 95% CI entirely above 70% and
minimum acceptable specificity of 95% with two-sided 95% CI
entirely above 90%). Limited performance was also observed in
a recent laboratory-based study that evaluated the sensitivity of
122 of these antigen tests using common SARS-CoV-2 specimens
with varying viral concentrations.64 Even under such ideal conditions, a wide range of sensitivities was observed, whereas 26 tests
missed the study’s sensitivity criteria of 75% for specimens with
high SARS-
CoV-
2 concentrations of around 106 SARS-
CoV-
2
RNA/ml and higher corresponding to a Ct value less than 25.
The bivariate meta-regression with respect to prevalence was
statistically significant. This result is mirrored in the results of the
subgroup analysis with respect to symptom status. While specificities were similarly high in symptomatic (98.7% with 95% CI
96.6% to 99.5%) and asymptomatic (98.6% with 95% CI 97.3% to
99.3%) populations, we observed a drop in sensitivity by about
15 percentage points in asymptomatic populations (56.2% with
95% CI 47.6% to 64.4%) compared with symptomatic populations
(71.8% with 95% CI 63.6% to 78.8%). The better performance
in symptomatic populations might be explained by changes in
the viral load over the course of infection and the timing of the
test: most symptomatic individuals were tested within 7 days of
symptom onset in contrast to individuals who were asymptomatic
at the time of testing with more variable disease onset, including
individuals in the early (pre-symptomatic) or late stages of infection when viral loads are relatively low.65
As expected, the sensitivity increased when the positivity
threshold of the reference standard was set to a lower Ct cut-
off value of 30 or 25. However, such analyses should not be
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Figure 4 Forest plot of sensitivity and specificity of antigen tests in (A) symptomatic, (B) asymptomatic and (C) mixed paediatric study populations. The
point estimates of sensitivity and specificity from each study (identified by name of first author) are shown as squares; the corresponding 95% CIs are
represented as horizontal lines. TP, true positive; FN, false negative; TN, true negative; FP, false positive.
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Results of the bivariate meta-analyses: pooled sensitivity and specificity with 95% CI (created by the authors)
Test evaluations included
in analysis (n)

Paediatric study participants
included in analysis (n)

Sensitivity
(95% CI)

Specificity
(95% CI)

17

6287

64.2 (57.4 to 70.5)

99.1 (98.2 to 99.5)

 - symptomatic population

13

3407

71.8 (63.6 to 78.8)

98.7 (96.6 to 99.5)

 - asymptomatic population

10

2431

56.2 (47.6 to 64.4)

98.6 (97.3 to 99.3)

3

419

63.4 (37.3 to 83.5)

98.7 (90.8 to 99.8)

 - community testing site

8

2680

64.1 (54.7 to 72.6)

98.7 (97.6 to 99.3)

 - hospital test centre/emergency
department

9

3607

64.1 (53.8 to 73.2)

99.4 (98.2 to 99.8)

10

3505

64.3 (54.7 to 73.0)

99.4 (98.5 to 99.8)

7

2782

64.6 (54.4 to 73.7)

98.5 (96.7 to 99.3)

11

3670

65.4 (56.3 to 73.5)

99.1 (97.7 to 99.7)

6

2617

64.2 (53.1 to 74.0)

98.9 (97.6 to 99.5)

 ff value=25
 - Ct cut-o

5

2062

92.4 (72.7 to 98.2)

92.7 (85.4 to 96.5)

 ff value=30
 - Ct cut-o

6

2271

83.3 (63.9 to 93.4)

96.1 (91.8 to 98.2)

5

1235

63.2 (55.6 to 70.3)

98.9 (95.9 to 99.7)

12

5052

64.3 (54.8 to 72.7)

99.1 (98.1 to 99.6)

All studies
 
Subgroup analysis
(a) Symptom status

 - mixed population
(b) Setting

(c) Sample type (index test)
 - nasopharyngeal
 - not nasopharyngeal
(d) Sample type (reference standard)
 - nasopharyngeal
 - not nasopharyngeal
(e) RT-PCR positivity threshold

(f) Publication status
 - preprint
 - peer reviewed

Ct, cycle threshold; RT-PCR, reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction.

over-interpreted because Ct values are not standardised across
systems or laboratories, making it difficult to directly compare
results between different studies. Furthermore, while the Ct value
from RT-PCR is a strong indicator of viral load, there is no specific
cut-off viral load which allows distinguishing individuals as being
infectious or not. As shown in online supplemental tables S11 and
S12 of Appendix 1, an increase in sensitivity comes at the cost
of a decrease in specificity as antigen tests also identify some
individuals with moderate or low viral loads, who would then be
considered as false positives. Despite some methodological differences (such as the stringency of inclusion criteria) and neglecting
differences between included studies (eg, settings), the findings of
our review are similar to those in the recent Cochrane Review by
Dinnes et al8 or the now published living systematic review by
Brümmer et al.66 These similarities between paediatric and adult
populations might be explained by the findings by Jones et al,67
who only identified minor differences in viral loads across age
groups in a comprehensive analysis of more than 25 000 individuals who tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 by RT-PCR.
It is widely recognised that RT-PCR is an imperfect reference
standard for identifying current SARS-CoV-2 infection. However,
based on the guidance provided by Reitsma et al,68 we assume
that this does not play a pivotal part in the context of DTA studies
of SARS-CoV-2 antigen tests because antigen-based testing does
not outperform RT-PCR-based molecular testing in terms of diagnostic accuracy.2 The observed analytical variability between
RT-PCR assays that may affect the false-negative rate is considered negligible as the analytical sensitivity (limit of detection) of
RT-PCR assays is several magnitudes higher than the analytical
sensitivity of antigen tests. Furthermore, RT-PCR-based testing in
low prevalence settings confirms the very high specificity of the
method in practice. Any pre-analytic issues such as the quality of
specimen collection, which may affect the diagnostic accuracy of
RT-PCR, also apply to antigen tests.

For the current version of our review, publication bias is not
considered relevant due to the novelty of the topic. No study
included in our review was published before November 2020. All
four completed studies that were identified through searching
study registries were completed within the last 9 months. Of note
is that for all but one study26 included in our review no entry in a
study registry was reported.
Despite the roll-out of vaccines, testing continues to be a key
to pandemic control. Particularly in populations with low vaccination rates or waning immunity, early identification of outbreaks
CoV-
2.
will remain vital for controlling the spread of SARS-
Consequently, multi-layered mitigation strategies will continue to
involve screening tests of children in schools and kindergarten to
avoid further closures. Whether this would still apply in populations with high childhood vaccination rates remains an open point
for discussion.
The high specificity of antigen tests and the corresponding PPVs
calculated for the paediatric study populations suggest that antigen
testing might be a valuable tool to rapidly identify children with
CoV-
2 infection in moderate to high prevalence settings.
SARS-
However, at the same time, it is important to raise awareness that
antigen tests should not be used to rule out SARS-CoV-2 infection (or
infectiousness) because of their limited sensitivity. Whether increasing
the frequency of antigen-based testing leads to an improved overall
diagnostic accuracy that allows to effectively reduce transmission of
SARS-CoV-2 has yet to be demonstrated in practice.69 The latter two
aspects and the urgent need for high-quality screening tests probably
led to the recent publication of a new target product profile by the
MHRA in the UK,70 which includes increased performance requirements for self-tests to be used in national testing programmes that
aim at detecting current SARS-CoV-2 infections in individuals without
symptoms. Here, the minimum acceptable sensitivity for tests to ‘rule
out’ a current infection is at least 97% with two-sided 95% CI entirely
above 95%. The minimum acceptable specificity is 99.5% or higher
BMJ Evidence-Based Medicine Month 2022 | volume 0 | number 0 |
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Limitations
Because we limited our search to studies published in English or
German, it is possible that relevant studies were missed. The chosen
implementation of the bivariate approach required a continuity
correction for studies with zero cells in 2×2 tables. This approach may
introduce bias into the results if multiple small studies with zero cells
are included. With regard to bias, one should keep in mind that most
studies were at unclear risk of bias in at least three of the four domains
of the QUADAS-2 tool because of poor reporting. We acknowledge
that infectiousness as a target condition is of higher practical relevance than current SARS-CoV-2 infection, which was chosen as the
target condition of this review. While RT-PCR as the corresponding
reference standard is a highly sensitive method that is used to detect
the presence of viral RNA in a specimen, this does not necessarily indicate that infectious virus is present. Therefore, the actual transmission
risk from individuals who tested RT-PCR positive remains unknown.
Testing for infectiousness would allow to identify (and isolate) exclusively individuals who could pass the virus to others. However, while
there have been attempts to use viral load (estimated from Ct values) or
virus viability in cell culture as a proxy to determine individuals who
are infectious, up to now, there is no adequate reference standard for
infectiousness.69 We included only eight different antigen tests in our
review. Thus, with more than 500 antigen tests for professional use
that gained market access in the EU,75 the performance of most antigen
tests under real-life conditions remains unknown. Sample collection in
toddlers by laypersons or self-testing in schools performed by children are likely to influence the real-life test performance but were not
addressed in any of the studies included in our review. Furthermore,
one should keep in mind that diagnostic accuracy is only one factor
affecting the effectiveness of testing programmes.76 We emphasise that
all included studies were performed before market authorisation of
COVID-19 vaccines for paediatric populations and most individuals
identified as RT-PCR positive were likely infected with the wild-type
of SARS-CoV-2. Diagnostic accuracy estimates reported in this review
may not apply to future variants of SARS-CoV-2 or children who are
vaccinated.

Conclusion
The performance of current antigen tests in paediatric populations
under real-
life conditions varies broadly. Relevant data were only
identified for very few antigen tests on the market, and the risk of bias
was mostly unclear due to poor reporting. Estimates of sensitivity and
specificity and their 95% CIs from the bivariate meta-analyses indicate a subpar real-life performance of current antigen tests in children
below the minimum performance criteria set by WHO, the US FDA or
the MHRA in the UK. This may affect the planned purpose of the broad
implementation of testing programmes. Up to now, the most common
uses of these tests in children (eg, self-testing in schools or parents
testing their toddlers before kindergarten) have not been addressed in
clinical performance studies. Thus, it is of high relevance that these use
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cases are promptly investigated in independent studies. Moreover, the
implementation of routine audits of testing programmes may allow
monitoring of test performance in practice outside of studies.
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with two-sided 95% CI entirely above 97%. Furthermore, it is stated
that performance claims of repeated testing strategies require adequate
clinical evidence rather than evidence from modelling studies only.
Other screening testing methods such as molecular-
based pool
testing, which involves RT-PCR testing of pooled samples and so-called
deconvolution testing of individuals belonging to pools tested positive, are currently under investigation71–73 and may complement mere
antigen testing, in particular in low prevalence settings. Additionally,
novel tests, for example, lateral flow tests based on clustered regularly
interspaced short palindromic repeat (CRISPR), hold great promise for
a highly sensitive direct detection of SARS-CoV-274 but have yet to
gain market access and demonstrate their value.
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